Melbourne. The loveable and liveable city.
Its rich tapestry of the old and new, diverse cultures
and faiths, is captured by some of the city’s poets and
artists in ‘Reflecting on Melbourne’.
The following will give you a taste of this wonderful book.
Please use the navigation at the top right.

City at Dusk
Strange beauty here
of light on towering glass
neon-illumined pale as the evening sky
ethereal as the drifting clouds that pass
mirroring realms of timeless space
endless and alluring.

Then suddenly a rift of gold
transfiguring steel and stone to opal fire
fierce and mysterious as life and love
lovely elusive evanescent as
the sun’s dying rays.

Transformed myself
I stop and wonder why
they do not raise their heads in heavenly praise –
these crowds who bent and silent
hurry by.
Joan Ackland

Yarra at Dusk by Sam Hardeman

The Yarra River
winter smoggy dawn

morning calm

long lunch at Southbank

night river –

troll like under the bridge

folding through the Yarra

eight oars dip in the Yarra

trains ripple over

waiting for a jogger

the duck’s wake

this is the place to be

the floating city

David McCluskey

Rob Scott

William Rush

Lorin Ford

Yarra Panorama by Anthony Rae

Genesis
In the beginning was the Ball,
a dark Ball, and Ball said:
let there be light.
Ball bounced into day.
Day and night broke apart
(until spotlights came into play)
on the second day Ball said:
let there be space, flatland, earth, mud, gravel…
Ball called this heaven, saw it was good.
Third day Ball said: let there be seasons,
warmth and cold and wet and dry
Ball called upon cloud to make grass.
On the fourth day Ball called
upon heaven to rule over day and night,
make greater and lesser stars.
On the fifth day Ball made fans,
grappled attendant crowds.
Ball blessed them saying, multiply.
Behold, Ball said, this sixth day is your fruit,
your meat, your bread. Everything
Ball saw was very, very good.
On the seventh day, work ended,
Ball saw abundant winter green, ravenous fans,
and awaited the throw-in on Sunday Rules.
Leon Shann

Painting – The Miraculous Mark by Michael Donnelly, Oil on linen, 1220mm x 1800mm.
From the Exhibition ‘The Melbourne Pictures’, Roar.2 Studios, Fitzroy. Collection of Xavier College, Kew.
A statue of St Ignatius of Loyola that stands before the College Chapel comes to life and takes a mark for Xavier College’s 1st XVIII on the College
Oval in Kew, much to the dismay of the St Kevin’s College boys they are playing. Xavier, a Jesuit boys school in Melbourne takes both religion and
sport very seriously. Originally painted for the cover of the College Yearbook, ‘The Xavierian’.
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Clockwise from Lower Left
Leonard French ceiling, Great Hall, National Gallery of Victoria by Sir Roy Grounds, 1959–68
Photograph by Julian Di Stefano
Spire at Night, State Theatre Complex by Sir Roy Grounds c 1979–82
Photograph by Julian Di Stefano
National Gallery of Victoria, Water Wall
Photograph by Julian Di Stefano

Walking the Yarra
the clamps of frost ease on the joints
and feet respond to memories
scuffing and tossing the leaves
that lie in drifts baiting the furtive wind,
rustling in stillness.
Fog holds the peace in place,
baffles the high-rise buildings
and they float off over the river
as the sun beaks through the trees
with their golden remnant flashing,
splashing a blessing on all.
The mumble of traffic on Alexandra Avenue
worries like angry cattle
but the soothing lap lap lap
as a sculler purls past, runs ripples to my feet;
his mesmerised backward glaze
draws harmony within the frame again.
Then two joggers burst along the path
beating a rhythm, daring braced bodies
to outdo, outdo. Leaves flurry
hoping the wind is real,
and the fog moves, rises
revealing the glaring stare of many windows.
A tram rattles over Princess Bridge,
the rower, turning, banks his sleek shell;
joggers have merged with traffic
which now throbs a mechanical drum.
My blissful focus moves,
is a lost corner on a huge canvas.
Ailsa Barr

Seat near Yarra by Sam Hardeman

A Melbourne Miniature

